Notice inviting quotations

Sealed quotations are invited from competent printers/agencies/suppliers/dealers for three types of clothlined covers in the office of Kerala Devaswom Recruitment Board, Thiruvananthapuram. The description of the clothlined cover is given below.

**Details of Envelops**

**Type I** Clothlined Brown cover for enclosing Part A of the Answer scripts

with Top Printing (400 Nos)

Length - 33cms

width - 14cms (Excluding Bellow)

Bellow width - 6cms

Flap length - 10cms

**Type II** Clothlined Brown cover for enclosing Part B of the Answer Scripts

with Top Printing (800 Nos)

Length - 33cms

width - 17cms (Excluding Bellow)

Bellow width - 6.5cms

Flap length - 10cms
**Type III** cloth lined brown cover for enclosing Part A cover and Part B cover (800nos)

with Top Printing

Length - 34cms
width - 23cms (Excluding Bellow)
Bellow width - 10cms
Flap length - 14cms

The sealed quotations shall reach the undersigned on or before 3PM on 07.02.2020. Belated quotations will not be accepted. The quotations will be opened at 3.15PM on the same day in presence of such of the tenderers or their authorised representatives who may be present at that time.

Sd/-

Secretary

To

1. All major Suppliers in the town
   for uploading to the Website
2. Stock file

Approved for issue

[Signature]

Assistant Secretary